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Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, April

The Knack" Opens
Tonight At Hill Theatre

12, 1973

No. 18

Help Eradicate
Encephalitis
Rn?iTihpTrtpr
Ann Rosenberger
by Ann

by John Graham

Gambier has the highest per
capita occurrence of California Encephalitis in the state of Ohio. This
disease, which is carried by two or
three types of mosquitoes, infects
mainly children. This first case of
California Encephalitis reported in
Ohio was in 1964. Since 1966 Gambier has witnessed two cases each
year. However, this year the sickness reached an all time high of
four cases. As a result, Mayor
Richard Baer will involve the people
of Gambier in an all out effort to
eradicate this dangerous disease.
The initiation date for this program
will be April 21, Middle Path Day
when students, experts and townspeople will scour the countryside
for the breeding areas of this insidious mosquito.
California Encephalitis is a mild
form of encephalitis but serious,
The common sympnevertheless.
toms include headaches, vomiting,
and fever, but more severe cases
are characterized by disorientation,
delirium, loss of consciousness and
There is usually no
seizures.
lasting after effects but instances
of permanent brain damage and two
deaths have been reported since the
disease first appeared in 1964.
The Ohio State Department of
Health has been studying California
Encephalitis in Gambier since 1970.
Their research has shown that only
two or three mosquito types carry
the virus. The mosquitoes breed
in containers such as trash cans,
old tires, tree holes and also in
The disease can
THE CAST
"THE KNACK" (clockwise) are Doug Lotspeich in standing water.
the dark glasses, Tom Allen. John .Gilliss land Janice Paran. Tickets also be spread by rodents who are
The
are available for next week performances as this week's have been bitten by the mosquitoes.
mosquitoes breed during the warm
sold out.
summer months and the illness is
In addition, said the director,
rich imaginations who make up usually contracted by children in
much humor stems out of the fact stories and skits about themselves."
the months of July, August and
that the play is about "people with The play is basically a farce, he September.
The concerted community effort
said, which will appeal to anyone
who has experienced the situations to banish California Encephalitis
from Gambier began in October,
in which the characters find them1972 at an open village meeting.
selves.
Discussing the history of the play, Here Allen Schmerler, a Kenyon
The Gambier Bicycle Rally will be held on Sunday, April
Turgeon said, "This play is part of graduate and communicable disease
29 beginning at 2:00 p.m., and the starling line is in front of
a moment in British theatre when specialist from Atlanta presented
Farr Hall. Sponsored by the Physical Education Dept., it is
writers wrote naturalistic dramas, slides in coordination with the Deopen to anyone who is a high school senior or older.
both as farces and in a serious partment of Health. This explained
The route consists of four miles (four laps over an approxivein. Others of the genre include the diseases and the breeding cycle
course of closed iGambier roads and walkways)
mately one-mi- le
of the carrier mosquito.
Look Back in Anger and The Loneliand place winners will be determined by their times.
Mayor Baer has now organized a
ness of a
Runner.
Contestants should register at the Fieldhouse with Mrs.
Many were made into movies in full scale project to unite the com
Keller weekdays 8:30 to 4:30.
addition to being presented as

The Knack, a play written by Ann
Jellicoe and directed by Kenyon
Drama Professor Thomas Turgeon,
will be presented in the Hill Theaand
Tickets
tre April 12-are available in the box office.
According to Turgeon, the play
centers around "the problem of
social insecurity and the funny things
it can make one do." The action
takes place in a small house and
involves 4 characters; 3 boys--Toplayed by Tom Allen, Colin,, played
by Jon Gillis, and Tolen, played by
y,
Douglas Lotspeich and 1
played by Janice Paran. All
the actors are Kenyon students.
"Tom is a sensible but also imaginative character," said Turgeon.
"Colin is insecure and hung-u- p both
about himself and about relationships with women.
Tolen is a
'make -- out artist', in the words of
the author, very conscious of himself as a man and of winning women."
Tolen attempts to show Colin
how to get along in the world,
especially with women, while Tom
tries to show him that this sort of
thing isn't really necessary," said
Turgeon.
"Into this scene comes
Nancy, a girl from the country, who
becomes the catalyst for very funny
action. This is a good spring show-fun- ny,
light, and clever."
The set for The Knack was
designed by Kenyon student Tom
Long. The lights also were designed
by a Kenyon student, Fritz Gahagan.
According to Turgeon, much of
the play's humor derives from its
improvisational nature.
That is,
while Jellicoe has laid out the dialogue strictly, many of the gestures
and actions accompanying the dialogue are necessarily left to the
actors to invent themselves.
14
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munity m halting the disease. A
letter was sent to every citizen of
Gambier asking each person to
volunteer their services to clear
trash and mark trees and water
holes which are potential breeding
grounds.
The program will be initiated on
April 14 at 9:30 a.m. at the Gambier
Town Hall.
At this time trained
personnel under Peg Parsons of the
State Department of Health will
educate volunteers in the identification of the breeding areas. The
actual eradication process will begin
on April 21st in conjunction with
other Middle Path Day activities.

The Mayor hopes to recruit 100 to
200 students to join the townspeople.
Inter Fraternity Council under the
direction of Greg DeSilvio will coordinate the student faction. The
volunteers will be divided into
groups each headed by a trained
team leader.
Each team will be
assigned an area and will pick up
trash and mark trees with tree
holes. This campaign will not end
on April 21st but will continue until
May 6th. After this, employees of
the village will systematically fill
in tree holes in a manner designated
by the Department of Health.
If the tree holes are entirely
filled by early summer the breeding
of the mosquitoes will be prevented.
The State Department of Health
reports that the holes need only be
filled this year. If trash is continually disposed of in the spring of
following years the breeding cycle
of the mosquito will be broken and
Gambier will be rid of California

Encephalitis permanently.
One other effort to halt California
Encephalitis in Gambier is being
stressed in the elementary schools.
Here volunteers from the community
and State Health officials have been
tests on
subclinical
running
children. A test is run in the spring
and then another in the fall after the
breeding cycle of the mosquito is
complete. Two tests are needed in
order to have the case officially
reported to the state. Dr. James
Abel, a local pediatrician has been
instrumental in this effort due to
his accurate diagnosing and reporting of the sickness. This procedure
is designed to detect less severe
cases. The results of these tests
are presently being processed.

plays."
"Although The Knack is definitely
an integral part of British dramatic
history, being a naturalistic play,"
said Turgeon, "we will not attempt
to present it in a historical context.
For example, we won't attempt to

Splendid Time
Was Had Bv All
A

by Nick Gray
On Friday, April 6th, the Faculty
Lectureships Committee and the
Department of History sponsored a
"Symposium on Poverty". The panel
members were Prof. Robert Brem-mof OSU, a historian specializing
in poverty and welfare policy, Prof.
Edwin Harwood of the Kenyon Sociology and Anthropology Department,
and Prof. Timothy Bates of the
Kenyon Economics Department.
One hundred people were at Lower
Dempsey Hall as Prof. H. Landon
Warner introduced the panelists and
outlined the program. Prof. Brem-mwas the first speaker, followed
by Prof. Harwood, and Prof. Bates.
Dr. Bremmer gave an overview of
er

er

poverty
America

57

use English accents."

welfare policy in
from colonial times to
present trends and developments in
the Nixon era.
Early colonial welfare policy followed the model of the Elizabethan
"Poor Laws". The poor were divided
into 3 classes: "willfully idle vagrants", involuntarily unemployed,
and the disabled. Local parishes
could (not required) raise taxes for
the relief of the second two classes
by providing public works for the
involuntarily
and
unemployed,
home-relifor the disabled. The
colonies followed this model, a
year's residency being required,
and

ef
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The geneology of the play began
in 1958-'5- 9,
when it was presented
for the first time in England. Mike
Nichols brought it to the United
producStates as an
tion in 1964. "This play essentially
made Nichols a big name as a
off-Broad-
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director," said Turgeon. Richard
Lester, who directed the Beatles'
films, made The Knack into a movie.
The play has been in rehearsal
since the first weekend in February.
In addition said Turgeon, much time
has also been spent designing the
set, which must consist of real
walls and real glass windows, as
and nailpainting,
ing all take place in the context of
the play.
window-washin-

g,

DEFENSEMAN BOB HEAPS took a few strolls upfield to the
goal in last Saturday's romp. See page 4.
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Lecture:

Brandon Evaluates Dollar
by Katharine O'Donaghue
Since the close of World War II
and the subsequent instigation and
success of the Marshall Plan and
NATO, the United States has regarded Western Europe as her ally,
yet not her equal in either an
economic or military capacity. Thus
it is difficult for the United States
to grow accustomed to an economically powerful Western Europe which
could become an adversary as opposed to our traditional conception
of the Western Europeans as our
allies. Although this sounds highly

improbable, Henry Brandon argues
that it is a possibility which should
not be discounted, and urges that
only through an awareness of the
problem can such a dangerous situation be avoided.
Brandon summed up the recent
dollar devaluation succintly when
he said that the prostitutes in Frankfurt will only give a United States
serviceman 23 of the dollar's value,
thus indicating the gravity of the
situation. The Amsterdam Conference, indicated the mood of the
Europeans who refused tovote on

a proposal concerning the Atlantic
Community for they feel that the
term "community" should be reserved solely for Europe. Western
Europe is not as advanced as the
United States militarily, butBrandon
sees, not military might, but rather
trade and monetary concerns, as
being the primary disruptive or
productive forces of the 1970's.
The idealism of the early 1960's
was revealed in Kennedy's Independence Hall speech in 1962 where he
expressed his belief in a partnership of equals. Kennedy's romanticism struck the more pragmatic
Europeans as highly idealistic, and
time has proven them to be right.
There were several factors contributing to the difficulty of realizDeGaulle's new
ing this ideal.
nationalism, political differences
among the member countries of the
EEC, the growing economic power
of the Western European countries,
and DeGaulle's reluctance to admit

by Jim Lucas and Carl Mueller
Beer Drinkers And Status Seekers
If you have discovered that your popularity at social gatherings has not Britain.
been what you would desire, don't worry; there is an explanation--yoDuring the Nixon administration,
beer. According to a study of 157 college students by Arch Woodside of the belief in a United Europe, both
the University of South Carolina, people tend to judge other people by the politically and economically, are
brand of beer they drink. In his experiment, the choice of beers at a party questioned. Nixon prefers to leave
was Pabst Blue Ribbon, Brand X (an unnamed beer of declining popularity),
the initiative to Europe and favors
or no beer and the results were as follows. 62 of the Pabst drinkers cooperative measures to be worked
were judged favorably, while 29 of the Brand X drinkers were judged out among themselves. According
favorably (most were described as unintelligent and unimaginative), and to Kissinger, parity is the new
drinkers had a 38 positive evaluation.
the
standard for American and Soviet
The choice is yours but personally, I had always thought it was my nuclear power. Since the Kremlin's
breath.
readiness to enter into serious
Aviation Copes With High Meat Prices
negotiations with the United States,
If all goes as planned, those of us who fly will no longer need to worry doubts have arisen as to the value
about a plane crash due to a collision with a bird. Recently, the National of United States military aid in an
Research Council of Canada has developed a pneumatic cannon that can age of parity. Kissinger sees the
fire dead chickens at up to 620 mph. The new gun, which handles synthetic key to resolving the issue as conbirds as well, is employed to test airplane parts likely to be struck by sultation, yet Mr. Brandon points
birds. What a breakthrough! Maybe now they can direct their attention to out that consultation within our own
the fact that many automobiles are destroyed as a result of collisions government does not guarantee a
unity of opinion..
with deer or other large animals.
Brandon explains the change in
Police Found To Have Dope Problems
relations between the United States
According to a study financed by the Justice Department, the average and Western Europe as part of a
greater trend. The Bretton Woods
IQ score of four classes of recruits for the New York Police Department
was 98.20, with one class of 358 men averaging 93.19. Referring to the Agreement which has governed
fact that the Los Angeles Police Department will not take men with IQ's monetary policy for the last 25
under 110, Dr. Nelson A. Watson, director of the professional standards years is no longer effective and
division of the International Association of Chiefs of Police said: "I the result is a change in world
personally think this is a bit high, but when you start getting men scoring order. The dollar is simply no
longer as strong as it once was.
less than 90 and with an average of 93 you begin to wonder."
In 1964 McGeorge Bundy met with
Super-StCauses Superstition
William Martin the chairman of
Don't bother getting out of bed tomorrow for your classes, as it is the Federal Reserve Board. Bundy
Friday the 13th, and it is doubtful that any
professor at stated that if it were necessary to
this fine college would be so unreasonable as to hold classes on such a day. devalue the dollar in order to conWe all know of at least one person who will postpone a business deal, a tinue the Vietnam War, he would be
wedding, or refuse to work tomorrow. But according to the American in favor of such a move. Williams
Farm and Home Almanac, the estimated business loss in the United States was appalled at such a suggestion
every Friday 13th can run as high as$250, 000,000. The fear of the number and opted to end the war rather than
13 pervades much of American life. One large Chicago hotel has a 12th devalue the dollar. He considered
and a 14th floor, but the 13th floor was omitted. The same hotel will, on the entire scheme inconceivable,
request, provide a dummy in full dress to sit at the dinner table as the and did not believe that any AmeriNobody is sure why 13 should be such a fearful numeral.
14th person.
can President could survive such
Some people believe that the superstition began with Christ, who was an
admission of financial defeat.
Crucified on a Friday, the night after eating the Last Supper with twelve
a profound psychoObviously
other men, including Judas. According to another explanation, the superlogical change has occurred for
stition began with a Scandinavian legend where 12 gods, including Baldar, what was unthinkable in 1964 was
were feasting when a 13th god, Loki, entered and killed Baldar.
quite acceptable in the summer of
1971, with a measure of applause.
The fall of the dollar caused little
or no political shock waves athome,
although it did around the world.
1
Since the dollar had ceased to be
convertible into gold, the world had
recognized the dollar as being
3. 4
overvalued.
Americans realized
this and when the dollar was devalued it was not a matter of national pride that was at stake. They
f
had come to realize the limits of
power, particularly as a result of
the Vietnam War. There is an
I
awareness that even the superpowers have their limits, and that
after 22 years of a deficit in the
balance of trade the United States
can no longer claim
Concurrent with this development
is the inability of the automobile
and steel industries to compete on
I
!
the international market, or to survive imports.
Thus the United
SOLOISTS FOR THE CHOIR CONCERT on Saturday evening at 8:00
government is forced to
States
P.M. in the Chapel are: (left to right) Daniel Lofgren,
Ciiter- switch to a policy which gives
bart, Paiti Hoak, Douglas Kerry, Judy Stearns, Candy Davis, Julilh
priority to its national interests.
Rubenstein, and Catherine Beachy. Compositions featured will be
Several factors to the decline of
Vaughan Williams' "Serenade to Music," Vincent Persichelti's "Spring
the United States. The economic
Cantata," and Jean Berger's "Three Choral Pieces on Seventeenth
rise of the EEC to the point where
,
,
Century Poems."
,
.
their GNP is equal to that of the
Photo by Thomas Greenslade
United States. America is a virtual
ur
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THE ROBERT MALONE Print Retrospective, organized by the Department of Art, marks the opening of Kenyon College's New
Colburn Art Gallery.
The Exhibit, March. 31 April 21, covers the artist's work from.
1963
73 and offers' viewers the chance to see a broad variety af
print images and techniques.
Malone, an associate professor of Art at Southern Illinois University, has had his work displayed in numerous national and international exhibitions as well as public collections including the Phila
delphia Museum of Art and the Whitney Museum of Art.
Born in South Carolina in 1933 and educated at Urman Univer
sity. University of North Carolina (A.B.) and University of Chicago
J.VLF.A.), Malone has already won 13 major awards for his prints.
He also has representation in more than 50 public collections.
Prior to moving to Southern Illinois, Malone taught at West Vir
ginia University and Wesleyan College.
Kenyon's
Art Department presents his first Retrospective
Exhibition of Prints.
,"
1"
(above) was executed in 1969, and "Candy-Stud(below) is a 1968 work.
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of the allied European
governments which hold 60 million
dollars not convertible into gold.
In addition there is the American
balance of payments deficit, the
evolution of Japan, and the fact that
the British pound no longer serves
Thus
as an ancillary currency.
there are serious problems which
could all too easily be met by constructing huge trade barriers, not
unlike what occurred before the
outbreak of WWII.
The United States claims that in
international trade the policies of
the EEC stifle American exports to
Europe. This could hurt America,
but has not up until now. In fact
UJS. exports have risen by 40over
the last 10 years. The U.S. imposes import quotas on a greater
volume of trade than the Europeans
do, and this is the bias which they
resent. More segments within the
administration are leaning towards
protectionism, but with the increasing need to import natural gas and
oil, the UJS. will have to adopt a
more liberal attitude toward trade.
Both sides feel the other to be
unreasonable, and an "after you,
Alphonse" attitude prevails.
Helmut Schmidt sees the problem
fairly objectively noting that the
United States uses Europe for a
scapegoat for her problems abroad,
and that Europe does not show

prisoner

enough sympathy. The dollar must
be strong however, for until this
has been achieved, no monetary
reform will be possible. He sees
the solution in the creation of institutions whereby representatives
of the various countries would have
the opportunity to meet regularly
He
to discuss these problems.
would create something along the
lines of NATO for economic policy.
The spirit of the old alliance is
fading. Western Europe is close to
becoming equal to the United States,
but it will require time before she
is ready to assume her position
among the powers of the USSR,
China and Japan. Western European
stability is largely dependent upon
the strength of the dollar, and therefore she must not overplay her hand.
Nor should the United States assume
superiority and demand concessions
which the EEC cannot grant. According to Mr. Brandon we are in
the midst of a world financial crisis
which will result in a new financial
order within 5 years, a "Bretton
Woods Phase II". The move towards
protectionism
must be guarded
against for the United States and
Western Europe are too interdependent for such a split to be
beneficial to either party in the
long run. We must negotiate and
consult, remaining allies, rather
than becoming adversaries.

April
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Council's Efforts Reviewed;
Ben Gray Airs Results
What has Siudent Council
complished this year?

courses at least

ac-

The most important accomplishment, and perhaps something that
people would tend to take for granted
or not think terribly significant, is
the fact that for the first time men
and women have been together in
campus government rather than
there being two separate governments where we had sort of a Tower
At least this
of Babylon effect.
year everyone's working together.
Also, for the first few weeks, itwas
questionable whether people would
work together, but after a few more
weeks people stopped being
of the sex of the person
speaking and trying to read in some
sexual politics toanythingproposed.
We have to an extent restructured
our committee system, and while to
a point this system mirrors the one
that existed this year. We have
created one new committee, the
Building and Grounds Committee,
hyper-conscio-

us

once or twice and
not have to pay for them. Council
suggested this in a letter to the
faculty. I'm not saying that Council's
opinion was the only factor that
caused an
ceiling in the new
curriculum set-ubut on the other
hand I certainly feel that we had
18-u-

calendar.

One of the alternatives
was to have a weeks vacation right
in the middle of first semester and
then no classes on Thanksgiving
Day and sort-o- f turning that day into
a community holiday.
The other
alternative was a half-wevacation
at Thanksgiving as we have had,
and to have another such vacation
sometime earlier in the semester.
Faculty Council was gracious enough
to ask us our opinion on this matter.
Council didn't like either one and
proposed instead that there be a

nit

p,

ek

some influence.
Another case where Council's
opinion had some effect on an issue
that was really outside of its authority when a few faculty members of
the Regulations Committee decided
that it was a good idea to raise the
limited amount of time for semester
exams which were heretofore two
They were proposing that
hours.
the time limit be extended to three
hours making them just as long as
exams for a year course. I don't
doubt that there were some students
who wanted more time to write
their exams, but on the other hand
I got the impression
that more
students felt it would be a pain in
the

weeks' vacation at Thanksgiving. . . .
and this is what we've got for next
years 's calendar.
Senate has been good this year.
The difference between the atmosphere last year and the atmosphere
this year in Senate is staggering.
That's not to say that Senate didn't
contain competent people last year;
its just that sometimes they didn't
get along too well and affected the
whole tenor of the meeting. This
year's is a very congenial body and
a far more efficient body.
This
year we revised most of the statutes covering such groups as Publications Board, Freshman Council,
and IFC. Those statutes probably
hadn't been looked at in years. This
was done to get in step with the
times again. We're in the process
of cranking out a Student Rights
proposal for the consideration of the
Student Body, the faculty, the Board

i

i

-

of

)

1

Trustees

and the

President.

What kinds of Ihings will next
year's Council have to consider?
One thing that I reCouncil has not found
the time to discuss the social life
here. Right now with there being so
many independents and so many women who do not have some sort of

gret is that

structures analogous to
fraternities, there's very little for
localized

which keeps its eye out for any
changes in the physical plant that
wouldn't be palatable for students.
Also this year we have seen the
fruition of Project Finance Committee. For many years, that committee had faculty on it, each with
a vote, along with the student members, to finance new organizations,
for example. Last year my predecessor decided to change this
Instead of the PFC
procedure.
having autonomous control of its
funds, as of last year it only has
the power to recommend to Student
Council to allocate funds from an
account that has been set aside for
that particular committee. There
was some initial reluctance last
year on the part of faculty members
and administrators to serve on a
committee that had only recommending powers. But I think this
year people have seen that those
faculty members and administrators
on that committee play a meaningful
role despite the fact that they are
not on a committee that has autonomous control of student funds.
This has been one of the more
pleasant developments this year;
that that committee has worked out
so well.
Aside from that, there were
several occasions when something
was happening outside of Council's
realm of authority that Council didn't
like; Council expressed its opinion
on that matter and ultimately Council's opinion won out, simply because Council is respected. One of
those issues was last spring when
the new curriculum was in the
process of going through the faculty,
Council objected to the fact that
ceiling in the
there was a
amount of credits a person can take
here in four years. Council recommended that rather than there being
ceiling there be an
the
ceiling, so people would
have the opportunity of taking five
16-u-

16-u-

18-u-

nit

nit

people to do other than to go to
movies and try to throw room parties, etc. We have to find an alternative to fraternities here in orAnd how did Council feel der that enough groups of people to
about this?
throw parties. We'd like to find a
way where there can be some sortof
way
same
the
Council
felt
Student
I did and we passed a resolution localized social structures that
objecting to this proposed change aren't so onerously totalitarian that
and, thanks to a few faculty members people are afraid of sacrificingtheir
who are also on Senate, Council's individuality to join them.
But probably in order to create
opinion was cited at the Faculty
viable localized social structures
meeting and the Regulations Committee proposal was voted down. like this, its going to require some
Consequently, people don't have to changes in other policies because
exams in their you can't simply decide that you
have three-honeed this, whip it off on the mimcourses
or
semester
exams in their year courses, for eograph machine and expect people
that matter, which was something to suddenly jump together into natthat could have evolved from this ural groups. We need a more coherent housing policy first. This
first change.
One other instance like this is
might have been difficult in the
the matter of the calendar. Next last two years when the College
vacayear we'll have a
hadn't leveled off in terms of poption at Thanksgiving. This was ulation and had just barely been corecommended by Council after reeducational. Hopefully in the next
ceiving communication from Faculty year or so.since the population is
leveling off, there will be some
Council that they were contempla
ting one of two changes in the thoughts on a better organization.
ur
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Poverty Symposium
(Continued from page

1)

and relief being operated on the
county or town level.
The "welfare reform" of the early
19th century was the institution of

Describing the composition or tne
poor population, Dr. Bremmer indicated that 20 of the poor are
over 65, 40 under 18. 70 of imaged poor families have a worker.
Many of the poor are disabled or
ill.
Summing up the alternatives in
welfare policy, Prof. Bremmer saw
three alternatives: the Nixon view,
establishment of FAP to reform
the bureaucratic tangle, a continued
'social service' approach, and a
radical view, calling not so much
for equal opportunity or adequate
income but for equal results and
equal income.
Prof. Harwood started by cheerfully noting that some one had to
bear the burden of presenting the
reactionary viewpoint, even though
he thought his ideas more attuned
to the 16th century than the 20th.
Prof. Harwood sees much of the
problem of poverty as inflated by
liberal guilt of intellectuals and
persons. Infield
studies he did in Houston and Chicago
on the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
Prof. Harwood found that much of
the "need" was overblown by policy
makers and his fellow intellectuals.

the public poorhouse, where recipients were required to live. The
older system of home-reliwas
seen as debilitating to morals. The
poorhouse approach was seen as
more economical.
left to private charity. Poorhouses
were not successful, they were often
storage-placfor the old, infirm,
feeble-mindeand orphans.
Focusing on the problem of dependent children, Dr. Bremmer
noted that the number of orphans
generated by the Civil War led to
the establishment of special "orphan
asylums", though many dependent
children continued to be housed in
poorhouses.
A new approach to the problem
of dependent children came with
the 20th century. The 1909 White
House Conference on Children urged
states to adopt a policy of supporting
dependent children in their homes.
The better family life engendered
by this new form of home-reliwas seen as a moral plus. Many
states enacted "mother's-aid- "
laws,
encouraging localities to give relief Many youth did not fully apply themto dependent children in their homes. selves to the NYC program, often
Racial discrimination existed in the dropping out and having high rates
application of such laws, to be black of absenteeism. Dr. Harwood also
was to be out. About half of the found that much of the nutritional
towns and counties in the country deficiencies of teenage girls in the
distributed such relief.
program in Houston was attributable
The Great Depression of
0
to poor eating habits rather than
brought about the entrance of lack of money. He called for the
the Federal Government into wellabeling of coke and candy machines
fare policy, starting with the paswith "Hazardous to Your Health"
sage of the Social Security Act of warnings.
1935, beginning a program of old
Prof. Harwood sees that the
age, survivors, and disability in"Social Darwinist" model is more
surance. In the field of dependent applicable today than it was in the
children, the Federal Government 19th century, when a majority of
program people worked hard and were still
conceived the grant-in-afor the states, involving Federal poor. He sees much poverty promoney and standards but state adduced by psychological and physioThis was the beginministration.
logical handicaps that the poor have.
ning of Aid to Families with DeHe favors something being done
pendent Children, AFDC.
about this problem.
The prosperity in America after
Prof. Harwood sees the ultimate
the Second World War gave rise to solution to poverty in a growing
economy. Quoting Joseph Schum-petthe view that the growing abundance
in "Capitalism, Socialism,
of the growing economy would solve
poverty.
The poor that remained and Democracy", he stated: " 'Mass
were seen as "pockets" of people production means production for the
bypassed by the growing economy.
masses' ".
Poverty was rediscovered in the
Prof. Harwood poked some fun at
1960's, a belief rising that poverty the "psychological" definition of
was a paradox in the land of plenty. poverty, that one is poor in relation
Poverty was caused by vast, imto the standards of living of others.
personal forces, not the laziness or He noted that under this definition
sinfulness of the poor. The Kennedy he could be considered poor, as
and Johnson administrations came several of his neighbors had Mark
forward with proposals to deal with IV Continentals and he didn't. Perpoverty. Major effort was devoted haps he should apply for a grant-in-ai- d.
to manpower training and education
programs, Job Corps, Neighborhood
Prof. Bates began by stating his
Youth Corps, Manpower Retraining view that poverty in America is not
Act of 1962. Efforts were also a paradox but that it is a logical
devoted to coping with the cultural development of capitalist producaspects of poverty, such as in Head-star- t. tion. Turning attention to the composition figures that Dr. Bremmer
The War on Poverty did not result stated, Dr. Bates saw the cause of
in the abolition of poverty. Critics poverty of 65 of the poor those
the
pointed to rise of federal and state young, old, or disabled--a- s
to "cut it" in making a
welfare budgets without any evidence
that the new and old programs were living. Beyond the solution of letting
working. The one noticeable dethis 65 die a noisy death, Prof.
velopment of the 60's was the change Bates offered the idea of a guaranin legal status of welfare. Welfare teed annual income.
Dr. Bates presented the results
benefits were included under the
equal protection clause of the 14th of an experiment conducted in norWelfare recipients thern New Jersey. 1300poorfamil-ies--non-ageAmendment.
urban, with two
seeing benefits
feisty,
more
became
randomly
working heads--weas a right, not a gratutity.
Pointing to the "colossal welfare selected for an experiment. 700 of
mess", PresidentNixon, (as opposed the families were given aguaranteed
by Senator McGovern, who merely annual income with no strings atsaw a "welfare mess") in 1969 put tached concerning working, 600 of
the families were given no assistbefore Congress his Family Assistance Plan, which would scrap AFDC ance. The results for the first 30
months showed no difference in
and other "special Category" programs and substitute a guaranteed "work incentive" between the two
annual income of $1600 for all groups. Dr. Bates believed this
families, includingthe workingpoor. study should lay to rest conservaFAP included a work incentive, 50C tive fears of an army of slothful
of each dollar earned by a family poor.
Dr. Bates ended by calling for a
being retained. The plan was deinfeated in the Senate by a strange nationwide guaranteed annual
not
adequate
of
come
and
liberals
of
coalition
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For The Lordett&s

i

by Emily Crom
Girls Lacrosse Team won
their first game in a decisive victory over Oberlin last Saturday.
Oberlin scored the first goal, but
soon after that, the Lordettes assumed total control of the game,
the final score standing as 18-- 4.
One of the most impressive
aspects of the team was their ability
to work together. The defense consistently supported the offense, with
interceptions,
excellent
some
checks, and passes, particularly
by Liz Parker and Kate Debevois.
Also noteworthy in the defensive
lineup was Sue Houser who, playing
the lonely position of goalie for the
first time, blocked five goals, and
only allowed Oberlin to score four
The

it

r

i

GEORGE EWING, surrounded by Oberlin slickmen. altempts to put one away anyhow.
photo by Jim Frank

Mueller And Cronin

Lead Lord Shooters
by Kari

a:

Ann

Yes, Darlings, it looks as though
the Kenyon Lacrosse Team is back
on the Hallelujah Trail. The rough
and ready fellows gave Oberlin College a 12-- 3 thrashing.
The sky was a grisly grey on
Saturday, and as Kenyon fans galloped down to the playing field en
masse, they stashed their parasols
and slipped into foul weather gear.
The dashing men from Kenyon appeared confident as they warmed
up on the field, despite rumors that
the Oberlin squad might not prove
to be as marsh -- mallowy as they
were last year. On the other end
of the turf, the Oboes went through
their drills with vigor, sporting
spiffy black and yellow uniforms
that their athletic department had
lifted from a MacDonald's in Cleveland.
Less than two minutes into the
game, the Kenyon fans gasped and
the Oberlin bench succumbed to
delusions of impending victory as
Murray Heaton pumped in the first
goal of the game for the Oboes.
To the relief of the Kenyon fans,
out of a nearby phone booth came
Little Davey Cronin and his wonder
wand.
Cronin swung his magic
stick and tied the game at one apiece.
Soon afterwards, Paul Gaddis squinted through the crosshairs, fired,
and put the Oboes into a nose-div- e.
Cronin, who in spite of a bruised
ankle was not to be out done, scored
the third Kenyon goal at the end of
the first quarter.

his famous "Champs
and passed to
Dave Cronin, who dodged a random
Oboe to the left of the goal and
rammed the ball home for number
six.
After another thrilling Kenyon
half-tim- e
show, which features
Coach
disciplining his
Heiser
charges, using terminology which
the lay spectator doesn't stand a
chance of understanding, the third
quarter of the game began. And
fizzled.
Eric Mueller scored the
only Kenyon goal of the period, an

Meanwhile, back in the stats,

field doing

Elysses Shuffle",

impressive

over-the-shoul-

der

flip-i-

n.

Murray Heaton, Oberlin's raving
d,
scored again, bringing the
Oboes up to two, and the fans just
waited patiently for the third quarter
to die away.
At the start of the last period,
Tom Bruggman brought the ball
around the crease and passed it to
McDonald, who bounced it past the
Oboe goalie for his second goal and
the team's eighth.
More thrills were still in store,
however, because it was time for
the Eric Mueller Show! Eric put
away three goals in admirably quick
succession with the help of good
feeds from his teammates. First
it was Cronin to Mueller! Then
Then
Cronin to Mueller again!
Hallinan to Mueller and oh my pass
me the snuff box, dear! The studio
audience loved it!
Heaton of Oberlin again displayed
Stassenesque persistence in scoring
the third and final Oboe goal of the
game.
Then Mueller and Cronin
The second quarter opened with returned for an encore and the
an extended scuffle around the goal amazing Mr. M. sewed up the Kenin which the players resembled local yon victory with the team's lastgoal
housewives at a Big-sale. Sophoof the game. Final score 12-- 3.
more attackman Tom Bruggman
came up with a bargain bonus, a
little white ball, which he promptly
placed in the Oberlin shopping cart.
Kevin
The register rang up 1.
McDonald's fans were not to be
disappointed, for this laddie scored
with a very pretty leaping quick-stic- k
shot on a pass from Bruggman.
by Mark Smith
The male fans gave loud applause,
Due to poor practice conditions
and all the ladies rolled their eyes.
last week, the outdoor track team
After a badly needed time-ou- t,
the was
unable to participate in the
Oboes returned to the field, only to
et
with Otterbein
scheduled
have Kenyon defenseman Bob Heaps
and Ohio Wesleyan. According to
barely miss scoring a goal on them
Coach White, the team was not
while he was on one of his crossready, and in some events, particuA few moments
country romps.
larly
there was not
later, Brad Faus came down the enough the hurdles,
time to work technique to a
competitive level.
This coming Saturday the Lords
will participate in the OAC relays.
Our men will definitely be able to
participate in seven of the fourteen
events, with many men running in
New fall colon
at least two events. In fact, the
with Sero shirts
tentative listing of Kenyon's partiLevi's & Lee's
cipants looks as if some runners
may never stop in between events.
for men and women
Both the 440 and 880 yard sprint
Also, Bass Weejuns
relays will be run by the same team
and Clark's
of Letts, Hammond, O'Hanesian,
and Boswell. Letts and Hammond
Desert Boots
will be accompanied by Andres and
Walker in the sprint medley. Andres
die-har-

times.

Ken-

yon launched 52 shots to Oberlin's
28. Goalie George Parker made
nine saves, doing a fine job of
guarding the old 6 x 6 with the help
defensemen
of
Rick Salomon and Joe Szmania, and
the legendary senior duo of Heaps
of the Long John and Musbach the
The top four in
scoring to date are: Dave Cronin
with 23 points, Tom Bruggman with
16, Eric Mueller with 15 and Bruce
Issacs with 10. (Goals and assists
both count as one point apiece).
Midfielder Issacs scored no goals
in the Oberlin game, but he contributed greatly in other areas, and his
all around hustle would seem to
assure him of many points in the
super-sophomo- re

bone-crush-

er.

games to come.
While upon the subject of games
to come, the team will be playing
Ohio State this coming Saturday
down at the airfield at 2:00 P.M.
Bring the folks down to watch this
fine team and have a rootin' tootin'
time. The Kenyon lacrosse team
is not only made up of a lot of nice
guys with new uniforms; these guys
win an awful lot and they're just
plain fun to watch.
. Yesterday the lacrosse team troc
over Ohio University with a score
Herewith are the indiviof 21-- 3.
dual stats in terms of goals and
Tom
assists: Dave Cronin,
Bruggman,
Eric Mueller, 0;
Kevin McDonald
Bruce Isaacs,
g,
Bob Heaps,
Steve
Chet Blackey,
Guil Spencer.
Bob Kirkpatrick,
Bob Hallinan,
and Gregg
DeSilvio,
5--

4;

3--

3-- 1;

3-- 0;

1-

2-- 1;

1-

1--

1-

1--

Koen-igsber-

-1;

-0;

0--

0;

0--

0;

-0;

2;

1.

N

4--

Hard Work Ahead
For Outdoor Track
tri-me-

.

'1

i

and Walker then again compete, this
time in the distance medley relay,
which is the quarter mile, half mile,
three quarters of a mile and the
mile. They will run with Doucett
and Foote. The remaining running
event will either be the mile relay
or the two mile relay, whose participants in any case will have already
run in some other relay.
In the field events, Kenyon will
field two relays, the shotput and
the discus. Throwing the shot will
be Orlandi, Schneeberger, and
Orlandi and Schneeberger
will again compete in the discus,
along with Hall.
In every relay, Kenyon has at
least two people competing in an
event, who will be competing in
It is well to remember
another.
this, because no matter how well
we do this Saturday, it will have
been an intense afternoon for a few
members of the Kenyon track team.
Sal-vuc-

ci.

On the attacking front, the girls
were extremely effective, showing
skill in dodging their opponents and
a concrete knowledge of plays. The
leading scorer was Ginny Buermann
with seven goals, followed by Dana
Bortz with six, Lynn Graichen with

three,

and Kim Mayhew with two.

The overall shooting average was
Here again,
about fifty percent.
the cooperation among the players
was quite evident, with each team

It's

How

member assisting as best she could.
Perhaps one of the reasons that
the team did so well on Saturday
may be attributed to their coach,
Miss Burke, as well as the team's
Of late, the
extensive practices.
girls have been following the traditional varsity schedule of five two-ho-ur
workouts per week, including
running a mile, followed by sprints,
and various other strenuous drills.
The strength and speed which the
team has been perfecting at practice
was quite evident in the game against
Oberlin.
The Lacrosse Team is led by
Lynn Graichen and Liz
Parker. The other members of the
team are Amy Owens, Robin Smith,
Sue Palmquist, Barbara Alesksa,
Sue Miller, Connie Chapman, Ginny
Buerman, Kim Mayhew, Cindy Mer-rit- t,
Buffy Fisher, Sue Houser, Kate
Debevois, Karen Hay, and Dana
co-capta-

Bortz.

Judging from their first game,
the team should have a very
successful season. So, why not don
your Gambier rainwear and come
out and cheer at the next home
game, April 18th, against Ohio
Wesleyan.

Depth And

You Play
The Game

More Depth
For Tennis

by Jamie Kroeger

by David Clarke

Wednesday afternoon ended three
hours of sparkling entertainment
as the Kenyon baseball team succumbed to Heidelberg by the narrow
margin of 0.
There had been
many laughs for the Kenyon fans
as he and I stepped off the bleachers.
It would be cruel to rehash the
details of this game. There's no
use beating a dead horse. Suffice
to say the team had some trouble.
Miller, however, had pitched very
well giving up no earned runs.
Karakul managed the team's sole
hit.
The double header against Baldwin
many
saw
Wallace,
however,
changes.
Fighting an early 0
deficit, the Lords compounded five
major hits between Gorski, Leonard,
and Maroney.
Leonard was the
hurler, allowing only four hits and
two earned runs. His impressive
performance was only matched by
freshman Dan Libby. His pinch hit
single in the seventh inning brought
in the tying run for the Lords and
some unexpected drama to an otherwise languid atmosphere. It may
have been the pressure of the team's
reputation.
It may have been the
scrutinizing eye of the numerous
big league scouts who are known to
populate the Kenyon baseball games.
Or it may have been a preoccupied
anticipation of the upcoming game
with the intrepid "Nazarenes".
I
couldn't tell. But the familiar hand
of fate saw to it that two Kenyon
overthrows in the last inning carried
the mark of Kenyon's defeat, 2.
The second game of that double
Again Baldwin
header ended
Wallace squeaked by the Lords.
Racozzi, Gorski, Clements,
and Karakul constituted
the hits for the Lords. It was a
well played game. Clementspitched
Baldwin Wallace hit well.
well.
Kenyon again was faced with the
familiar "early lead" of their opponents,
It was a tough comeback. It was a tough loss.
5--

2--

3--

5--

4.

Brock-sterma-

5-- 0.

ins

n,

According to one member of the
tennis team, Randy Roome, the team
should do very well. It is a strong
team composed of good tennis
players; there are no superstars,
but a dozen or so consistent players
who provide exceptional depth.
The season commenced with the
Virginia tour over Spring vacation.
The team won three matchesbut
also lost three. One match was
In the first match,
rained out.
against University of Virginia, Kenyon managed to win only one of the
twelve individual matches; however,
even this was a good showing against
a nationally ranked team. Next the
team played Randolph -- Macon College and trounced them soundly 1.
Standouts were David Davis, winning
in the number one singles spot 4,
and Bruce Sherman, who combined with Davis to win the number
6.
The
one doubles match 6,
team then traveled to University of
Richmond and lost a close meet
The next stop was Hampton -- Sydney
College where the match was called
off at a 3 tie because of rain.
The last three matches of the tour
resulted in two triumphs, and a
defeat at the hands of Washington
and Lee, 3.
Since the tour ended the team has
been able to complete one match;
rain has cancelled the others. Kenyon won the one that could be completed by defeating Wooster 3.
David Davis won in the number one
singles match 6,
In the
second singles spot Mark Lowery
easily defeated his W ooster foe
2.
Other winners were Jono
Rothschild, Ed Gentzler, andToppjr
Pennington. Dave Davis and Bruce
Sherman lost in the number one
doubles spot; Mark Lowery and Ed
Gentzler won
and Jono
Rothschild and Topper Pennington
lost in the third doubles match.
Kenyon's match against Wittenberg
was postponed because of rain.
It should be a fine season for
tennis.
9--

6--

6-- 3;

7--

7--

5-- 4.

3--

9--

6--

7--

6-- 3.

6-- 3,

6--

6--

2,

6-- 2;

